
EXHIBITIONS at the ABC Treehouse, Amsterdam 2006-2011  

Below is a list of exhibitions I hosted while manager of the ABC Treehouse, January 2006 – 

December  

2011. I worked with a rotating team of advisors, the most regular of which were: Harald Seiwert, 

Rene Zuiderveld, Gunilla Andersson. We all served as occasional curators as well. Special thanks 

must also go out to Luke Nyman, George Vermij and Denis Meynard, who were part of the curating 

team when I first arrived at the Treehouse, and Chantz Perkins, who was not only a regular exhibitor, 

but also became my most dependable volunteer. The program was artist driven: once a curator or 

group was chosen by myself and/or the advisory team, they were ‘in residence” during their 

exhibition, responsible for installing, representing and selling their own work. All the curators deserve 

loads of respect for taking on these responsibilities. This list is a work in progress, as I work through 

my files – more information about curators and participants will be added as I go. In the meantime, 

you can also see some images, as I upload them to my Flickr photostream: 

http://www.flickr.com/photos/donna_ducarme/   

  

Questions? Contact me: 

Donna DuCarme  

donna@donnaducarme.com 

+44(0)798.566.1682 

    

55  ANOTHER HANDMADE HOLIDAY   

Dec 2011   

A special exhibition event at the ABC Treehouse, celebrating the winter holidays and the return 
of the popularity of handmade gift-giving. Whether you’re looking for a gift for a special person or 
for yourself, you’ll love this collection of Fine Art and Handicrafts. And with affordable pricing, 
you'll be able to afford something for everyone on your gift list!   

Participants: Katja Berkenbosch www.katjaberkenbosch.nl/; Sara Naumann 
www.saranaumann.com; Pipapiep www.pipapiep.etsy.nl; Chantz Perkins  
www.chantzperkins.com; Anny Rose www.annyrose.com; Harald Seiwert www.seiwert.nl; 

Hanneke van Wijk; René Zuiderveld www.renezuiderveld.com. Curated by Donna DuCarme and 

the artists.  

54  BEAUTY   

Oct 2011 to Nov 2011 With stone and bronze, photography and street art, these artists explore 
the concept of beauty, as it reveals itself in the human form.   

Participants: Gert Kist - www.malemodel.nl; Peter Kruse - www.lichtreich-foto.com; Elias Mohd - 

www.elceramic.com; Monyart - www.moneyart.com; Jan-Kees Nagelkerke - 

www.jankeesart.com; Chantz Perkins - www.chantzperkins.com; Patricia Ribas - 

www.patricaribas.com; Harald Seiwert - www.seiwert.nl; René Zuiderveld - 

www.renezuiderveld.com; and Skatin Chinchilla. Curated by Donna DuCarme.  

53  PRIDE AND UNPREJUDICED   

Aug 2011 to Sep 2011 Pride & Unprejudiced is the 6th edition of the annual Gay Pride exhibition 
at the ABC Treehouse in Amsterdam. Launched in 2006, it is the largest exhibition of gay and 
lesbian art in the Netherlands, and has earned a reputation as an exciting, sometimes 
challenging showcase of high quality work that defies and plays with stereotypes. This year the 
artists will again show a wide range of styles- from painting to photography, sculpture to jewelry 
... and even landscape architecture!   
Participants: Pieter Voogt www.pietervoogt.com; Johan van Walsem www.johanfotografie.nl; 

Jan- 

Kees Nagelkerke www.jankees-art.com; Elias Mohd www.elceramic.com; Jos Karis - 

www.josephtailor.com; Patrick Bus www.suicideinstyle.com; Peter Meeuwisse 

www.petermeeuwisse.nl; René Zuiderveld www.renezuiderveld.com; Peter Kruse 

www.lichtreichfoto.com; Sebastian Moreno www.sebastianmoreno.com; Gert Kist 

www.malemodel.nl; Mark Kino. Curated by Rene Zuiderveld , Harald Seiwert in consult with 

Donna DuCarme.  

 



52  AMS*DIY - CELEBRATING URBAN ART AND CRAFTS JULY 

2011  
DIY stands for Do It Yourself, and AMS*DIY was the Amsterdam handmade happening with a 
double dose of attitude. Accessible art and urban crafts, street-influenced fashion, old stuff made 
new by you, and knitted stuff your grandmother could only dream of. At AMS*DIY, artists were 
creating, demonstrating, and helping you DIY your life: there was art for sale, workshops where 
you could make your own art, and fun for young people too.   
Participants: Straat Papier Holland Klik (papercrafting) www.3eyedbear.com; Henrietta 

Thompson, (author) former design editor of Wallpaper Magazine; Sara Naumann (multi-media 

collage art): www.saranaumann.com; Josine Nolet (tapestries from recycled fabric) 

www.geensteek.nl; DIY Textile School / Ginni Fleck (mixed media and surface design) 

www.diytextileschool.nl; Project ASA / Amsterdam Street Art(street artist collective) 

www.amsterdamstreetart.com; Crafty Me (yarn arts); Pipapiep (plush creatures) 

www.zooart.nl; Kitty Darkness Designs (Plush creatures and mixed media items) 

ww.etsy.com/shop/kittydarknessdesigns; Gustavo Ramirez Cruz (Papier Mâché) 

www.gustavoramirezcruz.com; Stella Siu Lie Ang /'Stellamation' (www.stellamation.tv)  

José Alvarado (Origami); Penelope Craft (Yarn Arts) www.penelopecraft.com;The 

American Book Center (www.abc.nl). Curated by Donna DuCarme.  

51  PATRICIA RIBAS - SOLO WORKS  

Jun 2011   

A regular contributor to the exhibition program at the ABC Treehouse, where she also teaches 

photography classes. In this solo exhibition, we finally give her the undivided attention her work 

deserves. Curated by Donna DuCarme and Patricia Ribas www.patriciaribas.com/  

50  ZELFPORTRET / SELFPORTRAIT  

Jun 2011  

The Rotary Club of Amsterdam and the artist Abousleiman invite you to a weekend exhibition of 

students from group 3 of the Basisschool De Punt. Saturday and Sunday, 1pm-6pm. Curated by 

Abousleiman.  

49  INSIDE OUT   

May 2011   

Both artists  use recycled and found materials to produce their work, recapturing the landscape 

or moments of ordinary life through their unconventional use of wood, plastics, textiles and fabric. 

They produce pieces of work that encourage you to appreciate your ordinary surroundings with a 

fresh perspective. Curated by the artists: Christiaan Veldhuis and Laura Amiss 

www.lauraamiss.com / www.christiaanveldhuis.nl   

48  HEART ON STAGE  

Mar 2011 to Apr 2011   

"Heart On stage" is an art collaboration of illustrated poetry. Nevertheless, it's not just poems 

combined with illustrations or vice versa. It's art where these two ways of expression unite, 

creating a deeper dimension. All the art works presented in the show are also a part of an 

upcoming art book of the same name. Curated by Leena Yliportimo & Luiz Risi 

www.heartonstage.com  

47  GIRLS! GIRLS! GIRLS!   

Feb 2011  

MonyArt & AmsterSam - well known on Flickr - made a big splash when they took part in our 

2010 MultiCulti exhibit. They are back in 2011 with a Duo-exhibit, so fans and new friends alike 

can further enjoy their unique perspectives on life in Amsterdam. www.monyart.com / 

www.amstersam.com  



46  A HANDMADE HOLIDAY  

Dec 2010  

A special exhibition event at the ABC Treehouse, celebrating the winter holidays and the return 
of the popularity of handmade gift-giving. Whether you’re looking for a gift for a special person or 
for yourself, you’ll love this collection of Fine Art and Handicrafts. Participating artists: Belinda 
Parten, Chantz Perkins www.chantzperkins.com; Gabrielle Gordeau 
www.gabriellegordeau.com;  Gunilla Andersson, Laura Amiss www.lauraamiss.com; Lotte  

Klaver www.lotteklaver.nl; MAOMA www.maomaland.com; Pipapiep www.zooart.nl;  Sara 

Naumann www.saranaumann.com; and StoryPeople / Brian Andres 

www.storypeople.com.  Curated by Donna DuCarme and Gunilla Andersson.   

 

45  RENÉ ZUIDERVELD PHOTOGRAPHY  

Nov 2010 to Dec 2010   

René Zuiderveld (www.renezuiderveld.com) is no stranger to the ABC Treehouse. For years, 

he’s been responsible (with Harald Seiwert) for the annual Gay Pride exhibit. In close 

cooperation with his models, Zuiderveld creates photos that let us see The Male in suggestive, 

playful and erotic images. Curated by Donna DuCarme and René Zuiderveld.  

44  MULTICULTI - PHOTOGRAPHIC POINTS OF VIEW   

Oct 2010   

Our modern Dutch culture is a result of hundreds of years of intermingling with many cultures 
here and abroad. But today, much of the prevalent mood is anti-immigrant – anti “other”. In 
response, the ABC Treehouse presents MultiCulti: photographic images from our multicultural 
community. For one month we celebrate the color and diversity of Dutch society, and add our 
vote in favor of continuing our long tradition of "mixing it up".   
Participating artists: AmsterSam (EU/NL) www.amstersam.com; Patricia Ribas (BR/NL) 

www.patriciaribas.com; Monyart/Monica Martino (IT) www.monyart.com; Melissa Scholten 

(NL) www.melissascholten.com. MultiCulti is sponsored in part by Archichef, a creative studio 

focused on a mix of architecture, design and creative cooking". www.archichef.nl. And is part of 

GRID 2010, 4th International Photography Biennial. Curated by Donna DuCarme and the 

artists.  

43  NAUGHTY BUT NICE  

Aug 2010 to Sep 2010  

Naughty but Nice is the follow-up to the groundbreaking Happy exhibits, which began in 2006 
as the largest exhibition of gay and lesbian artists in the Netherlands, and by its fourth edition 
(2009) had grown enough to question its own premise: what, actually, is ‘gay’ art? Are we 
helping - or stereotyping - the artist by promoting him/her in a ‘gay’ exhibition? The 2009 edition 
of Happy was a particularly good example of this conundrum: pieces like “Symphonic Red 
Chairs” by Etienne Go – a brilliant photographic study of the Jay Pritzker Pavilion - could be 
seen as ‘gay art’ only when the viewer was informed of the sexuality of the artist. Exploring this 
question, the curators of Happy (Harald Seiwert and Rene Zuiderveld) and the director of the 
ABC Treehouse (Donna DuCarme) invited some 'straight' friends to join some of our favorite 
artists from the annual Gay Pride exhibits in an exploration of erotic art. Togther, these artists 
have created a beautiful, sexy exhibit that challenges us to look at our own ideas of what 'gay' 
art is. Is eroticism, or the artistic appreciation of erotic art, defined by our sexual preferences? 
Visit Naughty but Nice and decide for yourself!   
Participants: Harald Seiwert; Ropemarks; Rico Esquivel; Richard Fairbrother; Pieter Voogt;  

Skatin’ Chinchilla;  Patricia Ribas; Nadine Reef; Joseph Tailor; Johan van Walsem; Gerard de  

Bruin; Dave Koster;  Chantz Perkins; Darren Sullivan; Rene Zuiderveld. Curated by Harald 

Seiwert , Rene Zuiderveldt , Donna DuCarme  

42  SACRED SPACES   

Jun 2010 to Jul 2010  

Where is your sacred space? This thought-provoking group exhibition features painting, 

photography, ceramics and mixed media art by five international artists: Christiaan van Tol 

christiaanvantol.nl; Eilam Ilan, Ulrike May umaydesign.com; Sara Naumann 

www.saranaumann.com;  and Yoko Silk yokosilk.com; Curated by Sara Naumann   



41  CHANTZ PERKINS - "50/50" SOLO EXHIBITION OF STONE AND BRONZE SCULPTURES.  

Apr 2010 to May 2010 Friday - Sunday, 1PM - 6PM, through May 30th "Chantz Perkins  

(www.chantzperkins.com) is the mistress of the female form. Her sculptures- light filled alabaster- 

are taut with energy and alive with sense. In both her materials and her subject matter she draws 

from the great world of the classical past yet the work she produces is undeniably modern in 

vision and effect”. Curated by Donna DuCarme and Chantz Perkins   

40  HARALD SEIWERT, A RETROSPECTIVE  

Feb 2010 to Mar 2010 Artist Harald Seiwert (www.seiwert.nl) has been working digitally since 

the first days of "Bryce" (3D software) in 1995, challenging the then-held conceit that ‘computer 

art’ wasn’t art at all. Through his work, and the work of other artists like him, the keyboard and 

mouse are now accepted as legitimate tools alongside the traditional brush or pen. In this 

retrospective, we are offered a tour through this multi-sided artist’s personal favorites, 

representing the broad spectrum of his work. Festive Opening on 14 February, 4PM-6PM. 

Curated by Harald Seiwert and Donna DuCarme   

 

39  "HERE WE ARE"   

Dec 2009 to Jan 2010   

Xstreets Collective showing their art Art by IVES.one, Zaira, Bustart, Skate, Karma83, MLSS, 

Shez, Seifrei & Robe. Special guests photo-exhibition showing pictures of Amsterdam and 

Streetart by Wolfgang Josten and Kaymir Stark & Arden Raaij (CrackForYourEyes.com). The 

three floors of the ABC Treehouse will be filled up with art, photography and installations that will 

make you smile. Curated by Xstreet Collective  

38  AMS * NYC * AMS   

Oct 2009 to Nov 2009   

With AMS * NYC * AMS, the ABC Treehouse invites a group of Dutch and American 
photographers to take an look at this unique anniversary. During the two months the exhibition is 
in residence at the ABC Treehouse, AMS * NYC * AMS, will also celebrate this relationship with 
dialogue and special events, including a Book Launch: “Dutch Culinary Art – 400 Years of 
Festive Cooking”; and a Conversation with the U.S. Consulate: 400 Years of Shared Dutch 
American History, Where Do We Go From Here?  
Participating artists: AmsterS@m,Dave Koster, Etienne Go, Jan Doense, Rachel James and 

Rene Zuiderveld. Curated by Rachel James and Donna DuCarme   

37  HAPPY 4 U   

Jul 2009 to Sep 2009   

In Happy 4 U almost 20 artists will show a wide range of styles  from photography to sculpture, 
from collages to paintings. The three floors of the ABC Treehouse will feature work from just 
about every participating artist from the previous three installments of this exciting exhibit, and 
will also introduce the work of several new artists. Curated by Harald Seiwert , Rene Zuiderveld 
www.seiwert.nl / www.renezuiderveld.com Participants:  

Johan van Breukelen, Frank Gabriël, Gerard de Haan, Harald Seiwert, Cobie Houniet, Taco van 

der Werf, Chantz Perkins, Pieter Voogt, Alexi Arteaga, Peter Colstee, Darren Sullivan, Etienne 

Go, Adriënne Paijmans, Dave Koster, René Zuiderveld, Cornelis Alta Betula, Frits Bruyns, 

Gerard de Bruin, André Broos  

36  TIBET - THE ART OF PEACE   

Jul 2009  

Since the introduction of Buddhism in the Tibetan plateau the Traditional Art of Thangka Painting 

has been playing an important role in its culture. One of the upcoming artists of the younger 

generation of Tibetan painters is Tashi Norbu. Tibet - The Art of Peace showcases his work 

together with art works of Western artists inspired by the serene culture of Tibet. The exhibition 

aims to present and highlight a positive image of Tibet. Curated by Tashi Norbu , Paul Hilkens   



35  MIXED BAG  

Jun 2009  

Four artists whose work challenges and entertains us in very different manners. A street poet, 

two photographers and an American "folk" artist: this eclectic mix of artists speak with different 

voices, in different mediums, to ultimately create a sense of unity. Curated by Donna DuCarme 

Participating artists: Laser 3.14, Harald Seiwert, Tia Ryan, StoryPeople/Brian Andreas.    

34  BRON (SOURCE)   

Apr 2009 to May 2009   

The question of what is and isn’t art has been argued in universities and cafes for hundreds of 

years. Today, the boundaries are even less clear, with advances in technology creating new 

areas for expression and argument. In Bron, these questions are examined in four ways by: 

Repromasters, Harald Seiwert, Tia Ryan and Laser 3.14 2009 Curated by Donna DuCarme and 

Repromasters.  

33  TUSSENTIJD  

Dec 2008 to Jan 2009  

An overview of primitive to modern art, highlighting the works of Rodney Beddal, Leo den  

Breejen, Guido van Driel, Harry Emans, Rene Rikkelman, Han Kniphorst, Hans Talsma, Jan  

Wessendorp, and selected pieces from the native art collection of Robert van der Heijden. THE 

NETHERLANDS Jan 2009 to Feb 2009 www.fotografenavond.nl The Netherlands" presented by 

the Photographers' Evening. 43 photographers of the Photographers' Evening, the monthly 

gathering of the professional photographic world in Holland, have created an intriguing image of 

various aspects of the Netherlands. Curated by Peter Vlot  

 

32  THE ART OF PUSHING PIXELS - CGI (COMPUTER-GENERATED IMAGERY)  

Oct 2008 to Nov 2008  

Computer-generated imagery first appeared in film in the late 60s (Kubrik’s 2001, 1968) and 70s 
(Westworld, 1973; Starwars, 1977). Since then, it has spread to movies, print-media and art.   
Exhibition-related programming: THE ART OF PUSHING PIXELS - CGI IN FILM Nov 2008 Jan 

Doense (Founder and former Director of the Amsterdam Fantastic Film Festival) will present 

selected films that highlight the development of CGI in cinema. Curated by Harald Seiwert 

www.seiwert.nl; Films selected by Jan Doense http://www.fantasticfilms.nl/mrhorror   

31  ABC GIVES: BUILDING A ROOM TO READ  

Oct 2008  

A mixed media exhibition of the works of Brian Andreas, to benefit the Room to Read 
organization. Room to Read (www.roomtoread.org) which partners with local communities 
throughout the developing world to establish schools, libraries, and other educational 
infrastructure. Through the opportunities that only an education can provide, they strive to break 
the cycle of poverty, one child at a time.   

Exhibition related programming: “Become a Story Person” an art workshop for young people. In 

this drawing workshop, we'll use StoryPeople (www.storypeople.com) as inspiration to help 

children (aged 8-16) create works of art based on their very own ‘favorite’ things. The workshop 

will be taught by Nick Walker & Stephanie Rodriquez. And while your child is being creative, you 

can enjoy a relaxed preview of the exhibition! Curated by Donna DuCarme  

30  BETWEEN ARTIST & SUBJECT  

Sep 2008  

Opening on Sunday, 7 September, 4PM-6PM Featuring the work of Kiki Petratou: PERSONAE 
series Yvette Poorter: A Wilderness of Elsewheres Ruud Sies: God Bless America Efrat Zehavi:  
Passportraits performance. Curated by Maria Russo  

29  HAPPY TO BE…  Aug 

2008  

Following the wildly successful exhibits “Happy” (2006) and “Happy II Tease” (2007), it is now 

time for “Happy To Be…” this year’s collection of paintings, photographs and sculptures. Curated 

by Harald Seiwert  



28  STORYPEOPLE - THE ART OF BRIAN ANDREAS  

Jun 2008 to Jul 2008   

Brian Andreas is an American painter, writer and sculptor with a quirky and unique style that 
captures the wonder, mystery and humor of everyday life. Originally showcased at the ABC 
Treehouse in October, 2007, the StoryPeople collection has proved so popular that we keep a 
selection in stock throughout the year. Now the StoryPeople family is showcasing a full exhibition 
of artist Brian Andreas' work at the ABC Treehouse during the months of June and July. Curated 
by Storypeople. www.storypeople.com   
  

27  OOGSTFEEST / HARVEST TIME  

May 2008  

Highlights of works from the fall session of Atelier Bloemstraat (Amsterdam). Curated by Hans 

Verwoerd www.hansverwoerd.nl  

26  LASERRAGE XPO: HUNGER & WORK IN A SAVAGE TRIBE  

Apr 2008  

LaserRage xpo: Hunger & Work in a Savage Tribe Media: Paintings, Drawings, Objects & 

Implements for Fishing Combined work: Paintings, Ready-mades) Solo Laser: The Object 

Canvas) Rage: paintings drawings objects) Curated by Sebastian Rypson.  

25  MIJN STRAAT, MIJN STAD / MY STREET, MY CITY 

Mar 2008  
A series of 70 photos by students between the ages of 14 and 18 from Amsterdam West. Under  

the direction of the visual artist Abousleiman, with support from the city of Amsterdam in 

partnership with R&B Amsterdam. Curated by Abousleiman   

 

24  RAMALLAH UNDERGROUND   

Feb 2008  

Platform De Levante www.delevante.org Palestine: the Art of Survival "Visions Through Closure" 

How does art survive in a land that suffers under occupation , in a conflict situation already 

lasting a half century? How does art help people survive violence? How do Palistinian artists use 

art to hold on to their own culture and identity?  

23  THE DREAM  

Jan 2008  

An exhibition of small paintings by students in group 8 at 'De Punt" in Amsterdam. This 

exposition is the result of an art project under the direction of the visual artist Abousleiman, and 

the financial support of Rotary Club Amsterdam West. This exhibition runs three days only. 

Curated by Abousleiman  

22  KADO – A SPECIAL EXHIBITION TO BENEFIT WAR 
CHILD  Nov 2007 to Jan 2008 www.warchild.nl  

Opening Reception: December 2nd, 4PM-6PM. A light-hearted mixed media exhibition bringing 

warmth to the winter months. Paintings, photography, ceramics and more! All works are priced to 

sell, and have been chosen for both quality and suitability as holiday gifts. Buy a gift for yourself 

or someone else, and your gift will keep on giving: 10% of all sales will be donated to War Child. 

Participating artists: Jack Allick, Gunilla Andersson, Pascale Bazille, Marjet Wessels Boer, Lillian 

von Dobschutz, Marlijn Franken, Victoria Jacob, Meta Joanknecht, Kristian Klok, Laser 3.14, 

Michel Lemaire, Marquis Palmer, Belinda Parten, Patricia Ribas, Harald Seiwert, StoryPeople, 

Constance Thio, Peter Vlot, Nick Walker, Rene Zuiderveld. Curators: Gunilla Andersson and 

Donna DuCarme  

21  WEER OF GEEN WEER  

Nov 2007  

www.fotografenavond.nl   

Opening remarks by Dutch TV weatherman Erwin Kroll. The Amsterdam Photographers Evening 

(Fotografenavond) is a monthly informal meeting of the Dutch photo community. Weather in 

many forms is the subject of this year's exhibition.   



20  STORYPEOPLE  

Oct 2007  

www.storypeople.com   

Our wish is that other people experience this amazing world we live in as a world of imagination 

& possibility & healing. We believe our stories do that. (& that's not just StoryPeople stories, but 

all our stories...) We believe (fiercely) in the power of stories, not because they're our stories, but 

because it is valuable & right to protect the precious connections between people.   

19  HAPPY II TEASE  

Aug 2007 to Sep 2007   

Held over by popular demand for a second month, the ABC Treehouse presents Happy II Tease. 

Ten painters and photographers show their work in this second annual exhibition. From 

surprising to challenging. From playful to humorous. From personal to intimate. Each and every 

one of them hoping to tease and tickle. Teasing with a smile, tickling or provoking with a 

suggestion. Curated by Dennis Menard and Harald Seiwert  

18  UBUNTU   

Jun 2007 to Jul 2007  

www.ubuntuarts.com The exhibit will showcase South African Artists, including some who now 

reside in The Netherlands, and will include workshops, traditional dance performances, theatre, 

music performances, film, discussions and poetry readings. This exhibition is an expression of 

the artists’ joy and struggles in being born in a country which was tormented by Apartheid. Art is 

their medication in healing. Curated by Carinna Claassens and Els Klaassen   

17  AEROSOL ODYSSEY  

May 2007 to Jun 2007  

Featuring the current and next generation artists from the streets. In this month the Treehouse 

gallery will not only show the works of these artists but they will also reflect on the lifestyle of the 

artists and their subculture. This exhibition will show how the artists get inspired by everything 

that happens around them; music, fashion, politics, the streets, Amsterdam and the world. 

Curated by Laser 3.14  

 

16  KUNSTKRING KATTENBROEK AMERSFOORT: CHECK IT OUT   

May 2007   

At the time of this, Kunstkring Kattenbroek’s 2nd exhibition at the ABC Treehouse, the group had 

been an active art-club with eighteen members for 11 years. The majority of the members are 

painters. In addition there are sculptors, an art-quilt artist, a photographer and a ceramist.  

Speciality: visualize various themes in their own way. The artists of the Kunstkring have 

individual and group exhibitions regularly.   

15  ARS MACABRA HOLANDICA - A CELEBRATION OF THE FANTASTIC.   

Mar 2007 to Apr 2007   

A unique exhibit bringing together Dutch comic-artists, illustrators, animators, photographers, 
designers, sculptors and painters, all of them sharing a love for the bizarre, the horrific and the 
fantastic.   
Participating artists: Peter Pontiac; Martijn Rijven; C Smulders; Paul van Fessem; Marco Lap; 
Rosto AD; Cover Mechanics; Radar Graphics; Hisko Hulsing; Milan Hulsing; Leendert Masselink;  
Luuk BodeCirque de Pepin; Erik Wielaert; Arnold Weel; Wim Hardeman; Erik Kriek. Curator: Erik 

Kriek - Gutsman Enterprises www.gutsmancomics.com  

14  COLORS OF CROATIA   

Mar 2007   

Croatia can be described in many different ways. One can talk about its culture or its history, 

architecture, language or nature... Taken by Ivo Pervan's camera, Croatia has the face of stone 

portals, the eyes of aristocrats' houses pale windows, the red lips of flowers in pots, the dress of 

purple lavender, the necklace of a range of islands. Curated by the Embassy of Croatia.  



13  ABSTRACT ACCENTS  

Feb 2007  

Paintings by Jack Allick, Pascale Bazille and Bernhard von Braun  

Three European painters living and working in the Netherlands are exhibiting together for the 
first time at the ABC Treehouse. Their individual work shows a widely different insight in today’s 
contemporary art scene. Though their work is abstract, each artist approaches and conveys in 
their own way an interpretation of the interaction between colour, movement and their feelings. 
The exhibition presents the fascinating and profound work of three artist from England, France 
and Germany in an extremely interesting manner with a wide range of variation in style and 
technique. www.allick.schildert.com; www.home.versatel.nl/bvonbraun/; 
www.pascalebazille.com  
.   

12  HARVEST FESTIVAL FOR CANVAS & CO! 
Nov 2006 to Dec 2006  
www.hansverwoerd.nl   

Highlights of works from the Atelier Bloemstraat’s fall session. The Bloemstraat workshop 

is unique in that its participants are encouraged to pursue their own ideas and temperament, 

resulting in a great variety of styles and subjects. Curated by Hans Verwoerd.   

11  VERITAS (THE TRUTH)  

Nov 2006  

A solo exhibition of the works of Abousleiman. In his latest theme, VERITAS ( The Truth ), the 

principle inspiring idea in the artist's work is the nudity of the woman. Curated by the artist.  

10  PHOTOGRAPHERS EVENING EXHIBITION 2006: MUSIC IN THE AIR Oct 
2006  
The Amsterdam Photographers Evening (Fotografenavond) is a monthly informal meeting point 
for the Dutch photo community in Café Kalkhoven on the Westermarket. This show, with a great 
variety of pictures of music and dance has it's official opening on Sunday October 8 at 4 pm. 
Opening Remarks by Michiel Munneke, managing director of the World Press Photo Foundation.  
Curators: Aloys Ginjaar and Jaap Bijsterbosch  

9  THE HONEST EYE: A MOMENT IN TIME  

Aug 2006 to Oct 2006  

In an era where digital postproduction seems to become ubiquitous it may be appropriate to 

glimpse on what photography can offer in a pure sense. This exhibition aims to explore the 

possibilities of photography to freeze our view, to hold still one frame in the continuous flow of 

our lives. This point of view excludes all forms of postproduction, restraining the technical 

decisions to the choice of film and the size of the lens.   Participants:  

Florent Affourtit, Klaartje Esch, Alexi Jimenez, Jochem Jurgens, Marquis Palmer and Robert 

Riphagen. Curated by George Vermij en Nathalie Hartjes. 

8  HAPPY  

Aug 2006   

A tribute to homosexual men’s contribution to art, putting the "Happy" back into gay. Curated by 

Denis Menard and Harald Seiwert  



7  US ON THE U.S.  

Jun 2006 to Jul 2006   

The world’s citizens often have very strong opinions about the policies and politics of the U.S. 
With this exhibition, the ABC Treehouse turned the tables by inviting American artists to share 
their own visions of the U.S. The artists, many of them now living and working in The 
Netherlands, use photographs, ceramics, collages and paintings to tell us what America means 
to them, and to share their thoughts about events “back home”. Opening remarks by Heidi Arola, 
Vice Consul & American Citizen Services Chief from the U.S. Consulate General, Amsterdam. 
Participating artists:  

Adrienne Norman, Audrey Breed, Belinda Parten, Cappy Jack, Darren Sullivan, David Davis, 

Dennis Menard, Donna DuCarme, George Dubose, Jimmy Sellars, Marilyn Muller, Marquis 

Palmer, Molly Eastling, Nadine Buller, Patty Crotty, Perry Wade, Rachel James, Victoria Jacob. 

Curated by Donna DuCarme  

6  URBAN MAYA’S   

Jun 2006  

Marjolein Houweling and Cynthia Schalkwijk use digital, edited photo prints of electronic circuit 

boards, changing the size and scale in such a way that intriguing urban patterns and architectural 

structures. Curated by Marjolein Houweling.  

5  MICHAEL LASOFF, A RETROSPECTIVE  

May2006  

This was the first large painting retrospective of Netherlands-based American artist Michael 

Lasoff. The show consisted of a large range of works dating from 1990 to 2006, and included 

colorful acrylic paintings. His unique style in art is a combination of figurative and abstract 

elements. Curated by the artists. www.lasoff.nl   

4  'BIENNALE SUR' –FIRST BIENNALE OF LATIN AMERICAN ART IN AMSTERDAM Mar 
2006 to Apr 2006   

This biennale, the first of its kind ever to be held in Amsterdam, offered a picture of Latin 
American artists living in the Netherlands. Taking place all through 2006, it counted the ABC 
Treehouse as its principal venue.  
Curators: Gorki Bollar and Roberto MancusoCurators: Gorki Bollar and Roberto Mancuso  

3  THROUGH THE EYES OF THE TANGO II- GROUP EXHIBITION Mar 
2006  
To celebrate its15th birthday The ‘Asociación Carlos Gardel de Amsterdam’ organized a group 

exhibition in ABC Treehouse. Salonde Tango (dance) and tango poetry during the exhibition on 

Sundays. Curators: Juan Carlos Tajes and Jan Holleman.  

2  AMERSFOORTSE KUNSTKRING KATTENBROEK  

Feb 2006   

Kunstkring Kattenbroek is an art collective with eighteen members. The majority of the artists are 

painters, though there is also a photographer, a ceramist and a sculptor. The group shares a 

passion to create and visualize different themes, each in their individual way. Festive opening 

with an appearance from the percussion group Diop. http://www.kunstkka.nl/   

  


